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Disclosures
Rebecca is employed by Diversey. Her expenses to 

attend this presentation (travel, accommodation, and 

salary) are paid by this company. Diversey has had no 

input into this presentation from a commercial interest.

She is not a salesperson. Her salary is completely 

independent of product sales. 

Rebecca has worked in the field of infection prevention 

& control since 2005, when she began her career as the 

department assistant.  She became an IP in 2013, and

joined Diversey in 2022. 

Me, in 2005, the infection 

control assistant 



Today’s Goals
● Understand the interconnected, cyclical relationship 

between the annual risk assessment, annual 

infection prevention plan & the annual evaluation. 

● Confidently conduct a risk assessment with a 

multidisciplinary team (like this guy →).

● Create prioritized goals directly related to the risk 

assessment.

● Summarize your program’s accomplishments & 

opportunities in an annual evaluation.



How do you FEEL when you hear "annual risk assessment" 

or "annual plan?"

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.





Definition: Risk Assessment
Broadly speaking, a risk assessment is the combined effort of:

● identifying and analyzing potential (future) events that may 

negatively impact individuals, assets, and/or the 

environment (i.e. hazard analysis); and making judgments 

"on the tolerability of the risk on the basis of a risk analysis" 

while considering influencing factors (i.e. risk evaluation).

● Put in simpler terms, a risk assessment determines possible 

mishaps, their likelihood and consequences, and the 

tolerances for such events. The results of this process may be 

expressed in a quantitative or qualitative fashion.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_assessment

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_assessment
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WHAT: The Interconnected, Cyclical Relationship



Not To Be Confused with . . .
● Construction, renovation & remediation Infection Control Risk 

Assessments (aka, ICRA).

● Issue/situation-specific RA

○ Using cloth masks in the absence of hospital-grade PPE

● Point-of-care risk assessment (PCRA):

○ Evaluate the likelihood of exposure to an infectious agent

■ for a specific interaction

■ with a specific patient

■ in a specific environment (e.g., single room, hallway)

■ under available conditions (e.g., no designated handwashing sink)

○ Choose the appropriate actions/PPE needed to minimize the risk 

of exposure
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_assessment

Public Health Agency of Canada 2016

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Risk_assessment


APIC Text: Where to Find the Annual Risk 
Assessment, Plan & Evaluation

Chapter: Infection Prevention & Control Programs 

● The risk assessment: 

○ Is the source of an IPC program’s goals & objectives

○ Identifies high-volume, high-risk & problem-prone activities 

○ Can assist in setting priorities & obtaining support key 

stakeholders

● The annual evaluation:

○ Is a required element for accreditation

○ Should outline program achievements & describe support 

requirements
Holmes et al 2021



Are you actively involved in creating an annual risk assessment, 

plan or review?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.





July 2024 
TJC IC 

Standard 
Updates*

*Subject to change. Always 
refer to your facility’s 

regulatory expert for most 
recent set of standards.

Accreditation standards are 
available to you if your 

organization is a member. 

Per TJC, a “plan” is longer a requirement, however, it continues 
be to be for CMS. Confused? Me, too!

https://www.jointcommission.org/-

/media/tjc/documents/standards/prepublications/2024/hap_ic_changes_prepublication_july2024.pdf

https://www.jointcommission.org/-/media/tjc/documents/standards/prepublications/2024/hap_ic_changes_prepublication_july2024.pdf
https://www.jointcommission.org/-/media/tjc/documents/standards/prepublications/2024/hap_ic_changes_prepublication_july2024.pdf


Think Like a Surveyor!
● You have the answers to the test!

○ CMS State Operations Manual 

clearly states the your hospitals 

IPC plan is one the first 

documents the team will be 

reviewing!

● If you don’t understand your written 

risk assessment, plan & evaluation, 

how will a team of surveyors?

● You should be able to recite 

these documents in your sleep!
https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-
Guidance/Guidance/Manuals/downloads/som107ap_a_hospi
tals.pdf

https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Guidance/Manuals/downloads/som107ap_a_hospitals.pdf
https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Guidance/Manuals/downloads/som107ap_a_hospitals.pdf
https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-and-Guidance/Guidance/Manuals/downloads/som107ap_a_hospitals.pdf




Evaluate the 
progress of 

your prioritized 
goals at least 

quarterly. 

Create a plan based 
on identified risks 
with prioritized 

goals.

Identify your facility-
specific risks, at least 
annually, but also as 

new risks are 
identified.

1 2 3

I’m new to IP. Where do I begin?



Image courtesy of https://rstudio4edu.github.io/rstudio4edu-book/make-doc.html

The annual infection 
prevention risk 

assessment & plan are 
living, breathing 
documents. They 

grow & evolve 
alongside the needs of 

your program.

https://rstudio4edu.github.io/rstudio4edu-book/make-doc.html


Examples of When to Update Your 
Risk Assessment & Plan

New high-risk 
surgery?

Increase in water 
intrusions/flooding?

Missing lab culture 
reports?

Consider issues that impact the facility as a whole. Including them in your documentation may 
give you the leadership support you’ve been looking for! Surveys can work to your advantage!





What best describes your approach to performing the annual 

risk assessment?

ⓘ Start presenting to display the poll results on this slide.



Engaging 
Stakeholders
● Consider scheduling 

a meeting separate 

from IC 

committee.

● Communicate the 

risk assessment as 

an opportunity to 

allocate 

appropriate 

resources.

● “How can I/IPC 

help you?”



TIPS FROM FORMER AUDIENCES!
Use Google or Microsoft Forms to collect responses! 





Let’s dig into a risk assessment, 
plan & evaluation together! 
We’ve reviewed multiple resources citing that 
you must perform an annual risk assessment, 
but no one has told HOW to perform a risk 
assessment.



What You’ll Need . . .
● Any available infection-related data, including:

○ Infection logs, rates & ratios

○ Safety event reports

○ Antibiograms

○ Environment of care/rounding reports

○ Public health data

○ Past accreditation reports & summaries

● But sometimes, you don’t have concrete, 

quantitative data, and that is OK! 



Open IC Risk Assessment template here:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VQ81ZbikZwvkj
uV_HA8UtI8S485cNY0DKLHXmT5LljI/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VQ81ZbikZwvkjuV_HA8UtI8S485cNY0DKLHXmT5LljI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VQ81ZbikZwvkjuV_HA8UtI8S485cNY0DKLHXmT5LljI/edit?usp=sharing


ADDRESS HIGHEST RISK EVENTS





Creating Prioritized Goals Based upon the Risk Assessment!



Annual Plan Characteristics: IPC Program Purpose



Annual Plan Characteristics: Who Are We?



Annual Plan Characteristics: Who Do We Serve? 



Annual Plan Characteristics: What Communicable Diseases Are Impacting Us? 



Annual Summary/Evaluation:
Celebrate wins. Identify ongoing opportunities.



Annual Summary/Evaluation:
Keeping track on a quarterly basis alleviates end-of-year overwhelm. 





Consider Where Your Program Materials Go
Per APIC Text, “disseminate to leaders throughout your 

organization.” 

● Chief Medical Officer, Chief Exec Officer, Chief 

Nursing Officer & board members

● Ensure document approvals are clearly indicated

● Is attaching to meeting minutes sufficient?  

Holmes et al 2021



In Summary
● The annual IPC risk assessment & plan are living, 

breathing documents that reflect your facility’s 

tailored needs.

○ Don’t stick them on a shelf for 10 months!

● Engage a multidisciplinary team when performing 

annual risk assessments.

● Create prioritized goals based directly upon the risk 

assessment calculations. 
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